T R A D I T I O N A L R E T R A C TA B L E PAT I O AW N I N G S

PRO SERIES

We all love beautiful sunny days. A time to be
home enjoying family and friends. As we venture
out onto our decks and patios, we realize the
hot sun and UV rays can make our outdoor
spaces uncomfortable.
SIMPLE • RELIABLE • AFFORDABLE

SummerSpace® Awnings will transform your
sunny space into a relaxing shaded oasis. Join the
thousands of families who have taken this journey
with us. Over the next few pages, you can explore
all the possibilities in outdoor comfort! You work
hard, and you deserve the home of your dreams.
Let us make your dreams a reality.
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TRIED & TRUSTED
Our classic PRO SERIES TRADITIONAL RETRACTABLE
AWNINGS continue to be popular because of their timeless style
and reliable performance. These two models offer a wrapped front
bar for a look that’s seamless and sophisticated. Customize your
awning to the perfect size, with over 100 exquisite fabrics from
which to choose. Add extra protection with options including a
solar drop screen, Weatherguard hood and a wind sensor. Our
traditional awnings are a smart investment.
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

PRO SERIES 77
TRADITIONAL

Optional SummerSpace® aluminum hood

Our unique wrapped
front bar design
conceals the awning’s
frame for a clean,
uniform appearance

Adjustable
shoulders

Over 100 beautiful
acrylic fabrics in
solids, stripes,
textures & tweeds

All arms have a stainless
steel chain tension system
for maximum durability

Optional
drop screen

THE SUMMERSPACE® TRADITIONAL RETRACTABLE AWNING is popular for its clean styling,
strength, and options. The adjustable shoulder design allows your dealer to set the pitch for just
the right angle and optimum shade. The awning’s arms function with a stainless steel chain tension
system for ultimate strength and years of maximum performance. The unique wrapped front bar
gives a seamless look that today’s homeowners will love. Choose an added benefit of fabric
protection with an optional aluminum hood. When retracted, the fabric roll remains protected
from the elements. We offer a choice of motorized or manual crank-out functionality.

Shown in OPEN position (fully extended)

Shown in CLOSED position (fully retracted)
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

PRO SERIES 77

Pro Series Traditional Awnings
by SummerSpace® are
designed to be self-supporting
for an unobstructed view
without poles or supports.
These awnings provide the
perfect amount of shade when
open, and retracts to blend
seamlessly with your home’s
exterior when closed.
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

PRO SERIES 87
TRADITIONAL WITH FLEX-PITCH

Optional SummerSpace® aluminum hood
Over 100 beautiful
acrylic fabrics in
solids, stripes,
textures & tweeds

Flex-pitch control
allows you to raise or
lower the angle of your
awning with the turn of
a hand crank

Our unique wrapped
front bar design
provides a clean,
uniform appearance

All arms have a stainless steel
chain tension system for
maximum durability

THE SUMMERSPACE® TRADITIONAL RETRACTABLE AWNING WITH FLEX-PITCH is unique because
of the Flex-pitch shoulder that adjusts with the use of a hand crank for a smooth transition to the
perfect angle. The wrapped, round front bar gives a seamless look to this classic style awning. The
SummerSpace® aluminum hood protects your fabric roll when retracted, ensuring that your fabric
retains its color and strength for years to come.

Shown in OPEN position (fully extended)

Shown in CLOSED position (fully retracted)
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

PRO SERIES 87

SummerSpace® Awnings
with Flex-pitch offer the
classic look of our popular
traditional awning with
the smooth functionality
of its Flex-pitch shoulder.
It helps you to find the
perfect pitch angle
for the most optimum
shade. You can even tilt
your front bar for added
custom comfort.

low pitch with even front bar

high pitch with even front bar

uneven front bar angled left
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uneven front bar angled right

RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

FEATURES & OPTIONS

WIND SENSOR

ROOF MOUNT

The SummerSpace® Wind/Motion Sensor provides wind protection, retracting
the awning when winds exceed a safe speed. Awning must be motorized.

Your awning may be roof mounted when space requirements cannot be met.

SUMMERSPACE ® ALUMINUM HOOD

CHAIN TENSION SYSTEM

Protect your fabric from the elements with an optional aluminum hood.

All arms have a stainless steel chain tension system for
maximum strength, durability, and reliability.

SummerSpace®
Remote Control

INCLUDES A 7 YEAR WARRANTY
(40% longer than the industry average.)

Roller Tube
Motor
Manual
Override
loop

Power
Cord

Awning
Fabric

MOTOR & REMOTE CONTROL
Operate your new awning with a quiet, hidden, SummerSpace® tubular motor with an all weather remote control.
The manual override loop allows you to retract your awning in the event of a power outage. Simply plug the cord
into an outside receptacle – no electrician is needed.
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OUR FIVE TEXTURED
POWDER-COATED FRAME
COLORS OFFER A RICH,
LUXURIOUS FINISH

SUMMERSHIELD™

ESPRESSO

All powder coatings and applications are not created equal. Our industry leading
pretreatment, and proprietary SummerShield powder coating finish, exceeds
AAMA 2604 specifications including 3,000 hour salt spray testing. This super
durable finish includes UV inhibitors that extend the life of the beautiful, fade
resistant finish. Our finish is low gloss and lightly textured, adding an upscale
look discerning buyers expect on high performance products. SummerShield
takes it one step further by infusing our coatings with anti-microbial technology
for the ultimate in low maintenance finishes. You will find our Pro Series
Awnings available in five stunning earth tone colors. We are sure you will find
the perfect one just for you.

CHOCOLATE

SAND

ALMOND

Our 31,000 square foot powder coating facility
is fully automated from start to finish. Because
of our 313-foot continuous powder coat line,
we have the capability to coat frame parts and
extrusions up to 30 feet in length at a line speed
of 7 feet per minute.
Powder coat spray from both sides gives smooth,
even, and complete coverage.

WHITE
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WE OFFER SIX DIFFERENT
PHIFER ® SHEERWEAVE
FABRICS WITH 5% OPENNESS
FOR MORE SHADE & PRIVACY

DROP SCREENS
SummerSpace® drop screens provide additional shade protection from the
sun when it is low in the sky. Sometimes, just the glare on a very sunny day
can keep you from fully enjoying your deck or patio. Our drop screens are
made using Phifer Sheerweave solar mesh which is the finest in the industry.
Choose from one of our six beautiful color options and coordinate your
entire awning for just the right look on your home or business. With just a
touch of a button, your rechargeable battery operated motor will silently
extend or retract your drop screen in less than a minute. The lithium battery
requires a simple charge once or twice a year depending on usage, and no
unsightly cords will be visible during use of the screen.

DARK BRONZE V96

EBONY V10

GOLDEN SAND Q60

PEWTER V07

CHALK P06

SAND STONE V44
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RETRACTABLE
WINDOW AWNINGS &
DROP SHADES
ROBUSTA

Robusta in closed position

Robusta in open position

Robusta in down position

THE SUMMERSPACE® ROBUSTA WINDOW AWNING utilizes a unique arm tensioned fabric to provide sun protection to
reduce heat gain. When you prefer to let the light in, simply retract the awning at the touch of a button or turn of a crank.
Motorized operation with remote control is standard; manual gear operation is optional.

VIVISTA
Vivista partially extended

Aluminum hood

Vivista fully retracted

THE SUMMERSPACE® VIVISTA RETRACTABLE WINDOW DROP SHADE effectively reduces sun exposure on windows and
porch openings. It comes with your choice of acrylic awning fabric or Phifer 4500 5% open mesh. Motorized operation with
remote control is standard; manual gear operation is optional.

DROP SHADE
FABRICS:
PHIFER
SHEERWEAVE
MESH COLORS
DARK BRONZE V96

EBONY V10

GOLDEN SAND Q60
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PEWTER V07

CHALK P06

SAND STONE V44

FABRICS
Shade your world with color and texture. Our
awnings are crafted using the highest quality
fabrics in the industry made by SummerSpace/
Tempotest ®. Choose from over 100 selections
in solids, stripes, textures and tweeds.
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

TEMPOTEST® FABRICS
LINEN WEAVE

Colors shown may vary from actual materials. All colors and patterns are
subject to change without notice. Please confirm at time of order.

Toasted Sesame # LW60

Cobble Stone # LW61

Brushed Silver # LW62

Simply Charcoal # LW97

Rich earthtone colors combined
with a crisp woven texture
give an organic flair that’s both
casual and sophisticated.

Sand Dune # LW59

SOLIDS

Colors shown may vary from actual materials. All colors and patterns are
subject to change without notice. Please confirm at time of order.

Black # T24

Toffee # T106

Forest Green # T5

Driftwood # T926

Cappuccino # T102

White # T15

Navy Blue # T75

Pebble # T72715

Beige # T52

Shoreline # T22

Crest Cement # T401591

Latte # T1552

Mist # T1579

Indigo # T92

Chocolate # T81

Burgundy # T73

Carbon # T107

Red # T11

Tan # T14

Pacific Blue # T416
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

TEMPOTEST® FABRICS

Spa # T7115

Sequoia # T571

Brown # T18

Rust # T84

Sapphire # T87

Cobalt # T10

Cream # T151

Sunshine # T68412

Sunflower # T12

Midnight Blue # T9713

Oyster # T1514

Pearl # 151929

TEXTURES & TWEEDS

Colors shown may vary from actual materials. All colors and patterns are
subject to change without notice. Please confirm at time of order.

Coriander # T540652

Pebble Tweed # T986727

Ash Gessato # T1330505

Sesame # T540752

Hazelnut Gessato # T1330509

Toffee Gessato # T1330508

Sage Tweed # T40716

Silver Tweed # T40779

Driftwood Tweed # T407926

Dune Tweed # T873151

Silk Grey # T540715

Lettuce Tweed # T87378

Carbon Fiber # T5406107

Seagrass # T540794

Skydiver # T540717

Greige # T1304
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

TEMPOTEST® FABRICS
STRIPES

Colors shown may vary from actual materials. All colors and patterns are
subject to change without notice. Please confirm at time of order.

Navy/Grey Rib # T63610

Chambray # T51672

Denim/Almond # T95192

Brown Cream # T5349106

Winter Sky # T94821

Créme Latte # T5349930

Stockholm # T108124

Tuxedo # T95024

Burgundy/Natural # T501111

Black/White # T790

Navy/Beige # T64110

Steel Grey # T534879

Oslo # T1081392

Cafe Au Lait # T94597

Lund # T1081305

Rebel Sapphire # T539687

Forest/Beige/Cream # T6365

Brown/Natural # T501157

Rebel Hazelnut # T5396930

Chocolate Almond # T94991

Grey Rib # T63379

Rebel Charcoal # T539697

Phantom Grey # T5371727

Rebel Green # T539678

Forest/Natural # T50117

Mocha Cream Harmony # T539952

Meadow White # T534762

Bergen # T108197
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

TEMPOTEST® FABRICS

Greco Grey # T967926

Black/Grey # T68

Bomber Blue # T517375

Norway # T79273

Finland # T79275

Platinum Grey # T534779

Rebel Blue # T539617

Forest Green/White # T33

Champagne Brown # T5371106

Forest/Beige Slub # T63497

Bamboo Sienna # T94714

Cloudy Sky Blend # T539817

Grey Frost # T536179

Blue/White # T11615

Lunar Rock Harmony # T539915

Forest Rib # T6385

Morel # T5370

Maple Sugar # T63614

Cinnabar # T5349426

Rust/Cream # T63684

Tan Slub # T1120

Yellow/Multi # T1243

Chocolate Brown/Natural # T158

Scarlet/Grey # T516711

Winter Grey Harmony # T5399107

Navy Dusk # T535575

Burgundy/Grey # T500173

Rust/Green/Multi # T1150
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RETRACTABLE PATIO AWNINGS

TEMPOTEST® FABRICS

Sweden # T79224

Silver Liberty # T5179

Beige/Brown Slub # T63999

Desert Dune Blend # T5398930

Charcoal Brown # T5369

Royal/White # T500113

Pebble Tweed/White # T5372

Fresh Meadow Blend # 539878

Yellow/White # T37

Blue Ice Harmony # T539917

Harvest # T1101

Emerald/Beige Liberty # T17105

Key Lime # T739701

Forest/Beige # T50007

Roasted Peppers # T966426

Blush/Ivory # T500111

TEFLON® EXTREME BY PARÀ
Branded Parà Tempotest® fabrics benefit from a
finishing process developed in partnership with
Teflon®. Teflon® Extreme By Parà is a nanometric
particle surface treatment that forms a molecular
barrier around each fiber, providing double-action
protection and a self-cleaning system that
repels water and oil-based stains.
During the production process, the fabric is
introduced into the Teflon® Extreme finishing bath
creating a strong bond with the fiber and forming
an invisible barrier. The highly-repellent component
contained in the barrier helps water and rain to
wash away dirt, eliminating marks and preserving
the fabric’s beauty and performance over time.

HI-CLEAN FINISHING
All Tempotest® fabrics are treated
with a special type of finishing, called
Hi-Clean, that creates an impenetrable
barrier without compromising the
fabric’s breathability. The Hi-Clean
finishing makes Tempotest fabrics
repellent to water, grease, and oil as
well as protects against rotting and the
formation of mold and fungus. Hi-Clean
makes the fabric self-cleaning, allowing
dirt as well as fine dust and pollution to
wash away with water or rain.
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CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES
This has been the motto of the
independent test institutes of the
International Oeko-Tex Association
since 1992. Products of all types that
are tested for harmful substances
and found to pose no risk whatsoever
to health are given the Oeko-Tex
Standard 100 certificate of approval.
Tempotest fabrics continually receive
this designation.

WE’RE ALL ABOUT COMFORT
Add fashion and function to your backyard with a beautiful Retractable Awning by SummerSpace®.
The shade an awning provides can reduce the temperature on your deck or patio by up to 20 degrees.
A SummerSpace® Awning will add equity to your home and provide years of lasting performance and enjoyment.
SIMPLE • RELIABLE • AFFORDABLE

www.summerspace.com
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